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Prelayout Interconnect Yield Prediction

Phillip Christie and José Pineda de Gyvez

Abstract—Functional yield is a term used to describe the percentage
of dies on a wafer that are not affected by catastrophic defects. Within
the interconnect these defects are usually caused by particle contamina-
tion and are divided into bridging defects, which join adjacent wires and
cuts, which result in broken wires. Functional yield is therefore determined
by the geometry of the routing channels, how these channels are filled with
wire and the distribution of defect sizes. Since the wire spacing and width
are usually fixed and the distribution of defects within a mature produc-
tion facility is well known, the problem reduces to estimating individual
wire lengths for cuts and to estimating the overlapping distance that two
wires share in neighboring sections of the routing grid for bridges. Previous
work in this area has analyzed the problem by assuming that all wiring
tracks are occupied with wire, leading to overestimates for the probability
of failure due to both cuts and bridges. This paper utilizes statistical models
of the placement/routing process to provide a more realistic approach for
cut and bridge yield estimation. A comparison of the predicted probability
of failure within each wiring layer with postlayout data indicate an average
error of 20% for cuts and 26% for bridges.

Index Terms—Critical areas, design, interconnect, reliability, Rent’s
rule, theory, yield.

I. INTRODUCTION

The first contribution to the area of prelayout wiring analysis may
be traced back to an early 1968 paper by Donath on the estimation of
lower bounds for average wire lengths in optimally placed circuits [1].
This work, along with the publication of the 1971 paper by Landman
and Russo [2] on the use of Rent’s rule to estimate the numbers of pins
needed by different partitions of a logic graph, led to a large number
of influential papers in the 1970s and early 1980s on the analysis of
package and on-chip wiring space requirements [3]–[6] and signal
propagation delays [7]–[11]. Increasing wire densities in the late
80s saw the emergence of interconnect power dissipation as a new
application area for system level interconnect prediction [12]–[15]
and, more recently, the development of chemical mechanical polishing
and the resulting rise in the number of wiring layers has resulted in
many papers addressing the optimal design of multilevel interconnect
systems [16]–[18] and via blocking models [19]–[21].

This paper continues in the tradition of this earlier analytical work
by attempting to construct a predictive yield model capable of accom-
modating discontinuous technology changes. Although empirical com-
ponents are kept to a minimum, the interconnect yield model presented
in this paper requires three basic input parameters in order to capture
the quality of the place and route algorithms used in the layout of the
netlist: the placement Rent exponentp, the placement efficiency�p,
and the routing efficiency�r .

The placement Rent exponent [2] is a measure of the quality of place-
ment and lies in the range0:5 � p � 1 for all realistic layouts, with
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lower values indicating better placement quality and a value of unity
corresponding to a random placement [22]. The amount of white-space
introduced between cells by the placement algorithm to accommodate
subsequent routing congestion is modeled by a placement efficiency
parameter�p � 1, so that the effective area of a cell is given by
Acell=�p. Typical values lie in the range0:5 � �p � 1. Finally, the
routing efficiency�r accounts for the fact that not all of the available
wiring capacity in a given layer can be utilized by the router. This may
be due to inefficiencies in the routing algorithm or the blocking effect
of lower wires on access to higher wiring levels [19], [20].

Functional yield is determined by the sensitivity of a particular
layout to the formation of catastrophic defects by wires being cut or
bridged by a known distribution of defect sizes. This sensitivity is
determined by the extent of the so-called critical areas [23], [24] and
their computation is an essential step toward realistic yield prediction.
As the field of defect and yield modeling evolves, the need for so-
phisticated tools for critical area prediction (not just computation) has
appeared. This evolution goes from tools for critical area extraction of
an existent layout [25]–[30], to tools for yield improvement through
critical area optimization during the design’s place and route phase
[31]–[35], to the most recent efforts on pre-layout yield prediction
[36]. The core of the previous work relies on statistical critical area
characterization of existent layouts and then on using this information,
through some parameter fitting, to attempt prelayout yield prediction.
In general, for similar layout styles this approach works reasonably
well, provided that the technology remains unchanged. The difference
with the approach presented in this paper, is that the interconnect
critical areas are predicted analytically. Thus, the approach is not con-
strained to one particular layout style or technology. With an analytical
approach it is possible to study the interconnect manufacturability
of a netlist under distinct routing strategies, including strategies for
optimizing delay, power dissipation, area, etc. [37], [38]

Section II begins by providing an overview of the interconnect func-
tional yield model. The basic concepts of cut and bridge defects are de-
fined and the sensitivity of a design to these defects is described through
the concept of critical areas. Section III then provides a summary of
recent work on the prediction of global wire length distributions (pseu-
doplacement) and how these distributions are allocated to individual
wiring layers (pseudorouting) to prepare for the results of Section IV.
The paper concludes in Section V with a discussion of the sources of
error in the model and directions for future work to make the model
more robust.

II. DEFECTSENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

In a mature process the principal mechanism for yield detraction is
the presence of defects characterized by a known defect size distribu-
tionF (x). The distribution is commonly described by a power law

F (x) = kx� for xmin < x <1 (1)

wherexmin is the minimum resolvable lithographic feature size, � 3
[39] andk chosen so that the area under the distribution is unity. In this
form, F (x) is interpreted as the probability that a single defect larger
thanxmin has a size in the rangex to x + dx.

The presence of a defect does not necessarily lead to a catastrophic
failure, however. For this to occur, the center of the defect must fall
within a so-called critical area, whose extent depends on the defect size.

1063-8210/03$17.00 © 2003 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Definition of critical areas for (a) cuts and (b) bridges.

Fig. 1(a) shows critical areas for cut defects, for several defect sizes. If
the center of a defect with the specified size falls anywhere inside the
critical black areas, then the wire (shown shaded) will be broken.

The size of the critical area for cuts is clearly zero if the size of the
defect is less than the width of the wire and increases in proportion
to the defect size for sizes greater than the wire width. For thenth
wiring layer, characterized by wires of widthwn, the critical area for
cuts inside a single wire of length̀, caused by defects of sizex > wn,
is given by(x � wn)(` + x). In order to simplify the mathematical
treatment, the approximatioǹ� x is made, so that the critical area
may be approximated by(x�wn)`. For many wires characterized by
a length distributionN(`), an approximation to the total critical area is
obtained by summing the individual critical areas

Ac (x) =

0 for 0 � x < wn

(x� wn) `
Nn(`)` for wn � x < xc

Achip for x � xc

(2)

whereAchip is the total die area. Since the critical area cannot exceed
the total area available for wiring,Ac saturates at a defect size of

xc = wn +
Achip

`

Nn(`)`
: (3)

This behavior is only approximate, however, and a more detailed de-
scription requires consideration of cuts induced in neighboring wires.
The approximate behavior described by (2) is acceptable because the
defect distribution decays as a cubic function ofx and therefore the
behavior of the critical area for large defect sizes exerts only weak in-
fluence on the probability of failure. For a more complete discussion of
the effects of multiple wire interactions, the reader is referred to [23].

Fig. 1(b) indicates how the probability of a defect of sizex causing
a bridging defect increases with defect size if the center of the defect is
located anywhere inside the critical area for bridges. In contrast to the
cut model, it is not the length of the wire that determines the critical
area, but rather the common length shared by two wires in adjacent
sections of the routing gridm [40]. For a wiring layer characterized
by a wire spacingsn, the critical area for bridges between two wires
sharing a run lengthm is given by(x � sn)(m + x). As with cuts,
we assumem � x, so that the critical area may be approximated by
(x� sn)m and that the critical areas for many wires simply sum

Ab (x) =

0 for 0 � x < sn

(x� sn)
m

Nn(m)m for sn � x < xb

Achip for x � xb

(4)

whereNn(m) is the number of shared runs of lengthm in the nth
wiring layer. As for the case of cuts, the critical area for bridges cannot
exceed the area of the chip and it saturates at a value of

xb = sn +
Achip

m

Nn(m)m
: (5)

The growth in the critical area for both cuts and bridges represents
the fact that larger defects are more likely to cause catastrophic failures.
The critical area may be reexpressed as a probability by dividing it by
the area available for wiringAchip, so that it may be interpreted as the
probability that the presence of a defect of sizex anywhere on the die
causes a failure. In this form the critical area functions are referred to
as sensitivities and are given by

Sc (x) =

0 for 0 � x < wn
(x�w )
A

`

Nn(`)` for wn � x < xc

1 for x � xc

(6)

and

Sb (x) =

0 for 0 � x < sn
(x�s )
A

m

Nn(m)m for sn � x < xb

1 for x � xb

(7)

for cuts and bridges, respectively.
From (6) and (7) one can infer that the sensitivity to cuts is greater

than the sensitivity to bridges because, unless the router utilizes 100%
of the routing channels, the total length of the wires must be greater than
their total shared run length. However, test data from silicon foundries
indicates that the number of short circuit faults is greater than break
faults. This implies that the underlying defect mechanisms for cuts and
bridges are different; the discussion of these mechanisms is out of the
scope of this paper.

Finally, the probability of cut or bridge failure due to a single defect
of sizex, is given by the product of the probability that a single defect
has sizex and the probability that the defect is present in the critical
area. By summing over all defect sizes, the probability of failure (POF)
is obtained as follows:

POFc =
1

x

F (x)Sc (x) (8)

POFb =
1

x

F (x)Sb (x) (9)

for cuts and bridges, respectively.

III. W IRE LENGTH AND SHARED WIRE LENGTH ANALYSIS

The first step toward thea priori estimation of the functionsNn(`)
andNn(m) used in the calculation of sensitive areas for cuts and
bridges, respectively, is an estimate of the global wire length distri-
butionN(`). In addition to the number and size of the standard cells
and the number of nets, two empirical parameters must be supplied
to perform this calculation: the placement Rent exponentp and the
placement efficiency�p. For a discussion of how to employ these
parameters for the estimation of the global wire length, the reader is
referred to the planar model of [41].

This planar model is limited to the analysis of netlists constructed
with identical cells connected by two-terminal nets. Although this is
not a major limitation since 90% of the nets within a real netlist are
two-terminal nets, the presence of higher-ordern-terminal nets will
necessarily lead to errors in our analysis. Since the focus of this paper
is on the the accuracy of the yield model and not on the accuracy of
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Fig. 2. Distribution of critical areas for bridges.

wire length estimation, we have chosen to employ a synthetic netlist
constructed from cells connected by two-terminal nets.

The layer-dependent sensitivity to cuts, defined by (6), is depen-
dent on the total intralayer wire length

`
Nn(`)`, rather than on the

global wire length distributionN(`). The allocation ofN(`) to dif-
ferent wiring layers may be accomplished by an algorithm which be-
gins by calculating the maximum wiring capacity,Lcap , of each layer

Lcap =
Achip

sn + wn
for 1 < n < Nw (10)

whereNw is the number of wiring layers,sn is the wire spacing, and
wn is the wire width. The available wire capacity which may actually
be used for routing is then found by multiplying the maximum wiring
capacity by the routing efficiency�r . The algorithm allocates wires
fromN(`) to the first wiring layer, shortest wires first, until the avail-
able wiring capacity of the layer is reached. Then wires are allocated to
the next highest layer and so on, until either all the wires are allocated,
or the available capacity of the highest layer is exceeded, in which case
the circuit is unconstructible.

The layer-dependent sensitivity to bridges, defined by (7), is depen-
dent on the total shared run length

m
Nn(m)m. Although routing

channels are layed out in a plane, the calculation of critical areas for
bridges is essentially a one-dimensional (1-D) problem. Fig. 2 illus-
trates this idea by dividing the available wiring capacity of two adjacent
routing channels into boxes of length equal to the critical dimension,
which are referred to as routing segments. Contiguous shaded routing
segments represent wires, while black boxes represent critical areas for
bridges. Since the length of each routing segment is equal to the critical
dimension, the total number of routing segments is equal to the total
layer wire capacity and the total number of filled routing segments is
equal to the total wire length (expressed in units of the critical dimen-
sion).

The existence of a black critical area between two routing segments
requires that both the routing segment above and below the critical area
are filled with metal. Clearly, if all of the routing segments are filled
with metal, the probability of being filled is unity and the total shared
run length is equal to the maximum channel capacityLcap . In general,
the probability of a segment being filled with metal,Pn, is given by
the ratio of the total amount of wire,Ltot , allocated to the maximum
wiring capacity

Pn =
Ltot

Lcap

: (11)

SinceLtot cannot exceed�rLcap , Pn cannot be greater than�r.
If the probability that single segment is filled is independent

of whether the segment in the channel below it is filled, then the
probability of both segments being filled is given by the product of
the individual probabilitiesP 2

n . Since the total number of routing
segments is equal toLcap , the total number of shared run lengths is
given by

m

Nn(m)m = Lcap P 2
n : (12)

Fig. 3. Comparison of total shared run lengths predicted using (12) (indicated
by solid line) with measured total shared run length (indicated by circles), as
a function of allocation probability. Shown inset is a test layout generated by
filling routing segments with probabilityP = 0:6.

SinceLcap = Ltot =Pn andLtot =
`
Nn(`)`, this may also be

written as

m

Nn(m)m = Pn
`

Nn(`)`: (13)

The accuracy of this equation has been investigated by extracting
total shared run lengths from sample layouts and comparing the data
with the predictions. After allocating metal to routing segments, the
layout was scanned to extract the total length of the critical areas be-
tween the channels. Fig. 3 plots as circles the extracted total shared
run lengths as a function ofPn for 40 layouts, created using allocation
probabilities ranging from zero to a maximum ofPn = �r. The
allocation procedure corresponds to the allocation of a random distri-
bution of wires to the layer and, at least for this distribution, the model
appears to accurately predict the correct total shared run lengths.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE ANDRESULTS

The synthetic netlist used in this study was characterized by 1024
identical cells of size 4� 4 �(m)2, with 2048 two-terminal nets. Ana
priori estimate for the global length distribution of this netlist was made
by assuming values for the Rent exponent and the placement efficiency.
The selection of each of these three parameters is dependent on the
particular software tools used for layout. In the experiments reported
in this paper, Cadence Design Systems’ Silicon Ensemble was used
with placement performed byQPlaceand routing byWRoute. For the
synthetic netlists used in this study it was found that a value ofp =
0:8 characterized the level of placement optimization and a placement
efficiency of unity (zero white-space) allowed successful routing.

The wire lengths within this estimated distribution were allocated
to the six-layer interconnect with wire widths and spacings listed in
the first two rows of Table I. These geometry specifications allow the
calculation of the available wire capacity by assuming a value for the
routing efficiency in each layer. For the two-terminal synthetic netlists
used in this study, it was found that the routing efficiency was approx-
imately constant in each wiring layer at�r = 0:6, a value in broad
agreement with the data of Sai-Halasz [19].

The total length of wire allocated to each layer is listed asLtot

and the percentage of the available wiring capacity used is listed as
Ltot =(�rLcap ). For all fully utilized layers (1–5), the percentage of
the available wiring capacity used is approximately 100%. However,
in layer 6, all of the wires contained inN(`) were allocated before the
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TABLE I
RESULTS OFALLOCATION PROCESS FOR THETEST NETLIST WIRELENGTH

ESTIMATE. ALL LENGTHS ARE EXPRESSED ASMULTIPLES OF A

0.16-�m CRITICAL DIMENSION

wire capacity of this layer was reached. This resulted in only 55% of
the available wire capacity�rLcap being used.

The data of Table I were used to construct the predicted sensitivity
graphs, shown in Fig. 4 as solid lines, for both cuts and bridges. For
wiring layers one through four, the predicted sensitivities are identical
and the curves are coincident. In order to compare thea priori predic-
tions for the cut and bridge sensitivities with real data, a software tool
called XLASER [28] was used to extract sensitive area data from the
test netlist after layout. These data are represented by dashed lines in
Fig. 4.

As discussed in Section II, sensitivity data may be expressed in terms
of a POF using (8) and (9), if the defect size distribution is known. A
minimum resolvable defect size ofxmin = 0:13 �m was assumed and
this enabled the POF to be evaluated for each of the wiring layers. These
data are listed in Table II. The average error in predicting the POF for
cuts is 20%, while the average error for predicting the POF for bridges
is 26%.

V. CONCLUSION

A new model for predicting the manufacturability of a netlist prior
to layout has been presented. Ana priori estimate of the wire length
distribution is combined with a critical area model for cut and bridge
defects to produce an estimate for the probability of failure due to the
presence of a single defect in each wiring layer.

The three principle components of the model are: length prediction,
layer assignment and critical area estimation. Each of these compo-
nents introduces sources of error and the overall POF estimate is quite
sensitive to the choice of Rent exponentp, the routing model and the
routing efficiencies�r in each wiring layer. The routing model allo-
cated wires, shortest wires first, to the six wiring layers in a manner
which reproduced the constant routing utilization observed in the ac-
tual layout of the circuit. The choice of a value ofp = 0:8 for the Rent
exponent cannot be rigorously justified, however, and represents a rea-
sonable estimate based on experience with the place and route tool used
in the experiments.

The models for both cuts and bridges are essentially first-order and
neglect the possibility that a single defect could cut two, or bridge three,
neighboring wires. The effects of these higher-order failure modes are
observed in the deviation from linear behavior for the extracted (dashed
line) data for large defect sizes in Fig. 4. The errors introduced into
the POF model by not including these effects are minimal, however,
because the POF is calculated by multiplying the sensitivity by the de-
fect distribution function, which decays asx�3. A preliminary analysis,
which included second-order interactions, resulted in a change in the
estimated POF by less than 10%.

A more significant source of error, especially for bridges, is the as-
sumption that the wires are evenly distributed throughout the wiring
layer. While this would seem to be a rational strategy for a router, our

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Comparison of predicted and extracted sensitivities from test layout
for (a) cut and (b) bridges. Solid lines represent predicted data and dashed
lines represent extracted data. For wiring layers one through four, the predicted
sensitivities are identical and the curves are coincident.

TABLE II
COMPARISON OFPREDICTED AND EXTRACTED POFFOR CUTS AND BRIDGES

IN EACH WIRING LAYER

experience with the router used in these experiments has shown that
the routing channels of partially filled wiring layers are not populated
in this manner. This might explain why the predicted POF for bridges
in Table II is consistently below the extracted POF (with an average
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error of 26%) for all the filled layers (one through five), but is above
the extracted POF for the partially filled layer six.

The predicted POF for cuts, on the other hand, seems to be consis-
tently above the extracted value with an average error of 20% (we do
not believe the small underestimate for layer six to be statistically sig-
nificant). Further experiments will be needed to identify the source(s)
of these errors and much work needs to be done in order to make the
predictions more robust and reliable. However, the ability to estimate
the effects of design changes such as wire pitch and width on yield of-
fers a powerful incentive to make further progress.
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